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Abstract
Science of science is about science of science. The new science of science is the highest and most sacred science of human management, unified and standardized managements all human beings, no one can be an exception, and nothing can be an exception. The new scientific theory has become the outline of any future human writing. This article is the outline of this theory.

Preface

Human beings came into this world and finally had language, you can communicate with your mind, Later, there was writing to record language and thinking consciousness

Science of science (the following abbreviations are: SOFS) research shows that this recorded language is the rudiment of science.

So human science begins with language. In other words, no language, no science.

Science is the orderly listing of human language and words defined by norms.

Science is what happened after human beings had language and writing.

But -- before man had words, the earth was turning! -- someone objected.

That --, excuse me: "the earth is turning" come out from your mouth of, still come out from the root of donkey tail?

If so, the answer is yes;

That which cometh out of the root of the ass's tail is a ball of ass dung, although it does rotate, but it's not the earth.

This kind of person ideology already vicious circle dead!, understand that. do not understand: "the earth is turning" out of his mouth, it is language.

So human science begins with language. That is to say, no language, no science.

Therefore, science is the human language and written after the matter.

The truth is, before man had words, there was no science, but you can have technology. For example, monkeys have tree climbing skills, Cats have mouse-catching skills and so on.

Therefore, science and technology are completely different and should not be confused.

Such people, then, are not only stupid but also illogical, SOFS is needed to treat shock.
About SOFS, at the beginning of the 20th century, from Europe began "what the hell is science?" a big discussion. This is science about science – SOFS; big discussion.

In the 1930s, by a paper on “the social function of science” J.D. Bernal (English) won the crown of authority on science in the twentieth century.

But new SOFS research shows that cannot be defined, as not understand. No definition, no voice, then the only choice left to you is to learn.

So it must be concluded that Bernal SOFS is no good, together with his "social function of science" is invalid: specious, self-deception. It all doesn't work.

Later, at the 1965 world congress on the history of science, Bernal added: neither science nor SOFS needs to be strictly defined. Openly belittling science is a double-edged sword, It makes science lose its sacredness completely. This is not going to work.

New SOFS for the 21st century

The progress of new SOFS mainly includes two aspects:

On the first hand, there is a strict definition of science.

The strict definition of science is made in a unified language,

Second, moreover, the new progress in SOFS puts forward the four basic principles of science: “clear concept”, "to define exactly", "reasonable logic", “strict rule”.

What people follow is: Having a mouth means having two layers of skin. say what you will. strength is the captain, fist lies are truth.

It has become clear that because of the vicious circle of logic in language itself, will inevitably cause people's ideology vicious circle, thus causing social chaos.

SOFS have two strict rules:

First rule: define the language.

The language I use is defined in a dictionary! -- some people say that.

You do not understand that human language has not been defined by the scientific unified standard, the logic of language itself is a vicious circle: "black is white", "good is bad.", "relative is absolute", "truth is falsehood", “science is also pseudoscience” , such logic is generally true.

Therefore, there is no truth -- objective truth, in this world.

So, you can't define, you just don't understand. No definition, no voice, then the only choice left to you is to learn.

If you find it difficult to redefine the language text, please step aside. The greatest taboo in science is to pretend to know what you don't know.

Second rule: no view of time and space, no right to speak, So the choice that's left to you, it can only be learning.

For all academic articles, there must also be a scientific view of time and space. Otherwise, no one has a say.

Because there is no scientific direction, all the people have no time – space view, speak freely, as a result, human society is in chaos, not any more!

Why does anyone have to declare the concept of time and space before opening?

The reason is very simple, anyone starts the speech language writing is for the law person's. Including the doll said, grow up to be a scientist. On the surface of self - discipline, is actually law. Science does not permit any man to do good with his own words.

Words must begin with axioms, on the surface of self, in fact law. Science does not permit any man to do good with his own words, Science can only begin with axioms. any future UN text, document all will always be so.. So, science of science has requirement, do not have time and space view (axiom) do not have right to speak. The only option left to you is learning. So it will be with any future UN text, document.
Scientific outlook on time and space

The time and space concepts for social choice are: God's view of time and space, Islamic view of time and space, Buddhist view of time and space, and the science view of time and space and so on.

SOFS requires that any academic article must have a scientific view of time and space in the future.

Scientific concept of time and space is composed of scientific axioms.

Studies have shown that humans have no reliable theories about space and time.

Therefore, the science view of time and space needs healthy people to use intuitive experience to create a summary.

A scientific view of space and time needs to be expressed in terms of the axioms of space and time to be valid. In order to be safe, "hypothesis" can be used instead of axioms.

With axioms you can start any theory.

Therefore, all theories in the world must start with axioms. Otherwise, all of them are invalid because they are pseudoscience.

It's not hard to see, all the theories, all the speeches, all the statements in the world have no opening axiom, therefore, the global society is in chaos.

And it's not hard to see, as long as everyone follows SOFS theory, view of time and space and axioms, the world would be greatly at rest.

That's true, but the reality of human society, not only is there no grand unified theory, and there is no opening axiom, time and space alone is also very strange! human society doesn't just often show sparrows playing with their butts -- disorderly crowed, and often fights between the dragon and the tiger.

Not to mention, human science has its quirks. Euclidean geometry has opening axioms. So Euclidean geometry is the only valid scientific theory. But Euclidean geometry is not perfect, need to add [space-time axiom], become a sound scientific theory.

Beyond that, there is no qualified scientific theory in the world.

Therefore, there is an urgent need to create grand universal scientific theory, in particular, ultimate physics.

Therefore, the future countries as well as the current United Nations system need to promote the scientific view of time and space. The specific approach is to let primary school students complete the basic training of "science time and space view" in the course.

Science view of time and space is mainly composed of the axioms of time and space. shortage of.

The social function of science

Because SOFS is so advanced, It becomes the highest and most sacred science of management for human, Science that conforms to SOFS has ten divine social management functions.

The ten sacred social functions of science are as follows:

Science first social function: scientific, unified and standardized management of global politics.

Science second social function: science can keep the world's rulers (note: rulers, not politicians) firmly in an iron cage, only let them behave themselves, don't let them blather touch.

Science third social function: scientific unification and standardized management of global languages, create a universal language.

Science fourth social function: science unified and standardized management of all human natural science.

Science fifth social function: scientific theory tests truth.

Science sixth social function: science to create a grand view garden of human social ideology.
The ninth social function of science: science constructs the highest productivity of human society.

The tenth social function of science: science creates and constructs a scientific utopia -- world science Datong -- the only destination of human society!

By contrast, because there is no scientific definition, the social function of science by J.D. Bernal in the 20th century is specious, self-deceiving.

Since the new SOFS has not only a strict definition of science moreover, all languages have unified normative definitions, so SOFS has inspectability. -- theory tests science/truth -- This is the sole criterion for testing science/truth -- useless through the practice of the test link, prior to the test of science/truth -- useless surfaced prior to the inspection of corruption and corrupt officials!

So science is testing you:

Real and fake public servants knock on the door brick, bang bang; touchstone for public or private the natural watershed of revolution and counter-revolution: or a magic mirror that never fades! -- all ghosts and deities immediately primary shape.

SOFS does not merely test any theory of any man beforehand, and test anyone's daily behavior beforehand! -- science pseudoscience?!

Therefore, science of science can unify and regulate all human beings. no one can be an exception. There is no such thing as an exception.

Afterword.

Scientific theory belongs to the emerging science, there are two editorial points:

First, science can only be written by one person. you can't have two or more people. It cannot be a department or a group. otherwise all invalid!

Second, any negative opinion must come up with a whole new set of theoretical statements. This is the nature of SOFS itself.

Thanks to the efforts of SOFS, has created a trilogy of great unified scientific theories for mankind:

Part I: global unified language system -- "Datong world lingua franca"

The second part

The first trilogy, a universal language -- create a universal lingua franca.

The world of lingua franca was the first to realize the uniformity of "sound shape and meaning".

Although before, hundreds of artificial languages have been created, however, includes currently popular Esperanto, all artificial languages fail to realize the unity of "sound shape and meaning", Therefore, they cannot unify the whole world. The study also shows that without SOFS knowledge, it is impossible to produce a unified language of "sound, shape and meaning".

Datong world lingua franca, which USES 26 Latin characters for pseudonyms, is the use of 3-4 character encoding a Chinese character language system.

Chinese songs edited in Datong world lingua franca - the comparison version is as follows:-
The second part: unified global philosophical system, creating the great unified philosophy: -- Philosophy of truth.

The first trilogy: create a unified global scientific system of grand unified theories -- ultimate axiomatic physics.

The great unified science trilogy, to form a carriage of three carriages.

The wheels are rolling towards the scientific utopia -- science Datong -- the only destination of human society!

As a step in the motto, science is constantly waking up.

Three carriages rushed to Datong
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